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Architectural concepts
Launches

NEW OPENINGS

Unique use of cream, beige and 
brown make the interior look classy

Blue and white interior is design to give a 
soothing effect

Location: Rashbehari, Kolkata
Website: www.jhhairbeauty.com 
E-mail: www.jhhairbeauty.com

Location: Kennedy Avenue Market, 
Amritsar
Website: www.scratchsalon.com
E-mail: sidarthmunjral@gmail.com

Kolkata: Jawed Habib Hair & Beauty Salon

Amritsar: Scratch Salon

Jawed Habib Hair & Beauty Limited recently unveiled its new 
brand, ‘JH’ and inaugurated its 20th hair and beauty outlet in 
Kolkata. Spread across 1,500 sq ft, the salon offers a large 
variety of hair and beauty care treatments. Says Jawed Habib, 
Chairman and Managing Director of JHHBL, “We have made 
our presence felt in India and are planning to expand and go 
international. That’s the reason for getting the new logo ‘JH’ as 
we want to reach out to everyone across categories. In the next 
 ve years, we should match the total outlets in India with that in 
the international market.”
Color combination: Cream, beige, brown and burnt brown
Products: Wella Professionals and Schwarzkopf Professional for 
hair; O3+ for skin care; Kryolan and Makeup Studio for make-up; 
mix of brands for nails; Me Bath for pedicure and manicure. 
Lighting: Well-lit with studio lights
Flooring: Wooden  nish
Architect: Chatson Designers

The concept of Scratch Salon draws inspiration from the 
boutique salons of London and Milan not only in the manner of 
interior design, but in the distinctive experience customers get. 
Spread over 2,000 sq ft, the services available are in the  elds 
of hair, skin, nails and make-up. This experience is delivered 
through a composition of client care, listening to customer 
expectations prior to service delivery and suggesting preferred 
solutions to them. Scratch Salon is the brain child of Pammy 
Kaul , who is an expert in the annals of hair and beauty space 
in India. Besides having worked in highly competitive and 
professional London salons, Pammy has experienced many 
leadership roles in India’s reputed cosmetics brands like VLCC, 
Lakme et cetera. 
Colour combination: White and blue
Products range: Schwarzkopf Professional and Brazilian blow 
out for hair; Dermal Zone and O3+ for skin, Kryolan for make-
up; Star Nails for nails; Skin Truth for pedicure and manicure. 
Lighting: Trulite and Philips
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Mark Leeson

Recipient of several awards, Mark Leeson’s work brings 
contemporary glamour to the hairdressing world via his trademark 
of exaggerated and sexy hairdressing 

Sameer Lakhani

H

by Zainab Morbiwala

Naseem Salmani

inspiration

my mantra
hair care business

advise to young 
professionals

future endeavours

would love to style

personal life

the beginning

taking off 

A vibrant and dynamic 
individual, Naseem Salmani, 
stepped into the line of 
hairstyling way back in 2000. 
Today, he is the proud owner 
of ZD Naseem in Delhi
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 18 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry

 22 New launches Salons and spas across the country

 24 Trends Haute styling by Eugene Souleiman, Global Creative Director, Wella 

Professionals 

 30 Interview Mark Leeson shares his passion for hairstyling and how it has 

become a successful career; Chelsey Lloyd on her journey so far; Rusi 

Motiwala shares his marketing strategy for Framesi

 32 Brand focus Levan Ramishvili of Dessange Paris on having a door in Mumbai

 42 In  rst person Naseem Salmani, ZD Naseem Salon, Delhi

 46-52 Cover story Bridal market in on an upswin. An insight into the trends, products 

available and more

 53 Marketing tools Attractive offers across spas and salons

 54-55 Success story Sameer Lakhani, Creative Director, Juice Salon on his strategy 

for success and the principles he has adhered to to get this far

 58  Innovations Dermalogica’s UltraSmoothing Eye Serum for clear eyes that 

defy age

 61-74 Beauty Lakmé fashion Week 2013 and the highlights on hair and beauty; 

Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals plans for the future; Gunjan Gaur, Director, Alps 

Cosmetic Clinic and Academy talks about permanent make-up; Petra Lauble 

Bau of Babor shares information on the brand; product launches

 75-85 International stylists Renowned stylists create awe-inspiring collections that 

witness sharp cuts and colour 

 86-104 Spa focus Visual dynamics of The Westin Gurgaon; interviews and articles by 

Shikhar Agrawal; J Tara Herron; Debolina Mukherjee; spa packages

 106 In  uencers Krishna Mehta on the synergy shared between hair, make-up artists 

and designers 

 108 Celeb style Sonakshi Sinha talks about her beauty and hair care regime 

 109 Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes

 110 Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where

 111 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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